Unity in Diversity

---- Those Profound Impacts on my roommate and me

by Hanqing Peng
The impact on my roommate

Language Enhancement Itself

Inconsistencies between what they learned and what it is actually used, for example “大夫 VS 医生”

Comprehensive Practice in Natural environment, “日剧” rìjù [ʐɨ 51, dɛy 51]
Culture and Life

Lack of interconnection with real indigenous life and local culture

USUALLY THE CASE

Serve as a window through which not only can they see but more significantly, interact with the local and get inscribed on their life page “the other” life
The impact on me

Fresh New Ideas From Another World

Contributed to my decision to study abroad
Culture Exchange
And Utterly Distinct Values

Individualism
How we pave the way of our future as individuals, the importance of social relations

Collectivism
How we make better of the people surrounding us
E.g. A roommate is more than just a roommate?
GREAT THANKS TO YOU ALL
PATIENT AUDIENCE

GREAT THANKS TO CET PROGRAM

AND

GREAT THANKS FOR LETTING ME KNOW YOU, MY FRIEND FOREVER

ADAM SCHOEM